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How Will Overtime Eligibility Change?

Last June, the U.S. Department of Labor (“DOL”) announced a proposed rule that would 
signicantly shrink the so-called “white collar” exemption by raising the minimum salary 
threshold to $50,440 per year.  Currently the federal minimum salary threshold is about $23k 
per year, and in New York it is about $34k per year.    This substantial increase to the minimum 
salary for an overtime exemption, coupled with Governor Cuomo's current push to raise the 
minimum hourly wage for all New Yorkers to $15 per hour, constitutes perhaps the most 
signicant change to wage and hour laws in decades and will have a considerable impact on 
how employers structure their workforces.

The timeline for the proposed minimum wage increase remains uncertain, however the 
expansion of overtime eligibility is anticipated to go into effect in 2016.  Employers should 
review their current worker classications and compensation structures to prepare for the 
changes on the horizon.

Who Qualies As An Independent Contractor?

Figuring out who may properly be classied as an independent contractor has always been a 
headache and a risk for employers and attorneys alike.  There is conicting guidance from an 
array of government agencies, including the DOL, EEOC and IRS.  For example, even if your 
classication is on solid ground with the IRS's test, it may fall short of the DOL's test.  Congress 
has yet to pass a law that would provide a clear and single standard.  As the modern workforce 
continues to evolve at a rapid pace, the need for an authoritative denition is stronger than 
ever.

In a purported attempt to lend some clarity on this issue, the DOL recently issued guidance 
which essentially states “most workers” qualify as employees and not contractors.  While this 
“administrative interpretation” does not amend the current laws, it signicantly impacts the 
risk involved in classifying a worker as an independent contractor.

Employers with independent contractors should review these classications with an attorney 
so that privilege attaches.  The propriety of classications is very fact intensive, but perhaps 
the most compelling factor for most analyses is whether the putative contractor works for one 
or multiple businesses.  If the answer is just one business, justifying the classication can be an 
uphill battle.
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Are Unpaid Internships Lawful?

Properly designed unpaid internships can provide a tremendous professional experience to 
students, as opposed to the current public perception of being exploitive.  The Second Circuit 
Appeals Court recently struck down class certication of the rst mass unpaid internship 
lawsuit to assert such individuals should be paid as employees and afrmed that not all 
unpaid interns qualify as employees.  While this is a victory for the employers involved in the 
suit, the Second Circuit decision still left the door open for future suits.  The rules pertaining to 
unpaid internships remain strict and highly scrutinized.

Employers who utilize unpaid interns should evaluate their program under the “primary 
beneciary test” that lays out seven factors to assess whether an internship must be paid.

Must I Compensate For Work Done Voluntarily On Personal Electronic Devices Outside 
Scheduled Work Hours?

Last spring the DOL announced in its regulatory agenda that it would be putting out a request 
for information regarding employees' use of electronic devices for work purposes outside of 
scheduled working hours.  Many interpret this bid for information to mean that the DOL plans 
to issue regulations to dene when this would constitute compensable time.  

Currently employers do not have to track or compensate “de minimus” (insignicant) 
amounts of time – for example, a short text message.  There are currently no bright lines rules 
on this however, so the interpretation of “de minimus” is highly subjective.  Today's 
technology has substantially blurred the line between “de minimus” and compensable time.  
This issue of off-the-clock work has even more signicance given the proposed expansion of 
overtime eligibility.  

Employers who are aware of off-the-clock work being performed on electronic devices by their 
hourly employees should evaluate whether that time is compensable.  Employers should 
additionally consider whether hourly employees should be able to access work email on their 
devices and have a clear policy on this issue.

This Legal Brieng is intended for general informational and educational purposes only and should not be 
considered legal advice or counsel. The substance of this Legal Brieng is not intended to cover all legal issues or 
developments regarding the matter. Please consult with an attorney to ascertain how these new developments 
may relate to you or your business. 
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